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Delineation of Human Carotid Plaque Features
In Vivo by Exploiting Displacement Variance
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Abstract— While in vivo acoustic radiation force impulse
(ARFI)-induced peak displacement (PD) has been demonstrated
to have high sensitivity and specificity for differentiating soft
from stiff plaque components in patients with carotid plaque,
the parameter exhibits poorer performance for distinguishing
between plaque features with similar stiffness. To improve dis-
crimination of carotid plaque features relative to PD, we hypoth-
esize that signal correlation and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can
be combined, outright or via displacement variance. Plaque
feature detection by displacement variance, evaluated as the
decadic logarithm of the variance of acceleration and termed
“log(VoA),” was compared to that achieved by exploiting SNR,
cross correlation coefficient, and ARFI-induced PD outcome
metrics. Parametric images were rendered for 25 patients under-
going carotid endarterectomy, with spatially matched histology
confirming plaque composition and structure. On average, across
all plaques, log(VoA) was the only outcome metric with values
that statistically differed between regions of lipid-rich necrotic
core (LRNC), intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH), collagen (COL),
and calcium (CAL). Further, log(VoA) achieved the highest
contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) for discriminating between LRNC
and IPH, COL and CAL, and grouped soft (LRNC and IPH)
and stiff (COL and CAL) plaque components. More specifically,
relative to the previously demonstrated ARFI PD parameter,
log(VoA) achieved 73% higher CNR between LRNC and IPH and
59% higher CNR between COL and CAL. These results suggest
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that log(VoA) enhances the differentiation of LRNC, IPH, COL,
and CAL in human carotid plaques, in vivo, which is clini-
cally relevant to improving stroke risk prediction and medical
management.

Index Terms— Acoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI) imag-
ing, atherosclerosis, carotid endarterectomy (CEA), carotid
plaque characterization.

I. INTRODUCTION

ATHEROSCLEROSIS ranks among the leading causes of
cardiovascular death in the United States [1]. The disease

progresses slowly and can remain asymptomatic until very late
stages, making it difficult to identify and treat. Furthermore,
atherosclerotic lesions may or may not develop into what are
considered “vulnerable plaques,” a term associated with those
plaques at greatest risk for rupture and subsequent ischemic
events. Vulnerable plaques are frequently not the largest or
the most obstructive; instead, their relative risk is governed
by their composition and structure [2]–[5]. A number of
compositional and structural elements distinguish a vulnerable
plaque, including a thin or ruptured fibrous cap, a large lipid-
rich necrotic core (LRNC), and intraplaque hemorrhage (IPH).
Thus, an imaging method that reliably identifies these plaque
features would facilitate medical management of patients with
atherosclerosis.

Typically, minimally invasive imaging techniques, such as
conventional angiography, as well as noninvasive imaging
approaches, such as ultrasound carotid intima-media thick-
ness and Doppler flow measurements, have been used to
detect atherosclerotic plaque [6]–[10]. These techniques, how-
ever, can give false negatives in arteries that have under-
gone vascular remodeling [11], and they are incapable of
characterizing the material and structural composition of the
plaque [12], [13].

Plaque composition has been interrogated noninvasively by
imaging methods that exploit tissue mechanical properties. For
example, in ultrasound strain imaging, tissue displacement
in response to physiological pulsation is used to identify
regions of high strain that correspond to atheromatous mater-
ial. Hansen et al. [14], [15] implemented compound ultrasound
strain imaging (CUSI) to differentiate fibro-atheromatous
carotid plaque in humans, in vivo. Roy-Cardinal et al. [16]
combined strain elastography, homodyned-K parametric maps,
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and B-mode gray levels to detect small lipid areas and
large calcifications in patients with carotid plaque, in vivo.
Wang et al. [17] distinguished between symptomatic and
asymptomatic carotid plaque patients by developing biomark-
ers based on plaque strain indices. Nayak et al. [18] reported
that principal strain elastography improved reliability of arte-
rial strain estimations independently of the transducer angle.
Li et al. [19] described pulse wave imaging coupled with strain
imaging for differentiating carotid plaque calcification stages
in a pilot clinical study.

In addition to strain imaging, acoustic radiation force
(ARF)-based elasticity imaging methods have been proposed
for plaque characterization [20]–[29]. ARF-based elasticity
imaging techniques use ultrasound energy to induce a stress
in tissue that creates a measurable deformation, and the
induced deformation is assessed to infer the underlying tissue
mechanical properties. For example, in ARF impulse (ARFI)
ultrasound, an ARFI is delivered to a specific region of
excitation, and the induced dynamic displacements within the
region of excitation are monitored over time to reflect tissue
stiffness [30].

Previous ARFI imaging studies conducted by our group and
others have shown that atherosclerotic plaque characterization
by ARFI is feasible [22], [24], [26]. More specifically, our pre-
vious ex vivo and in vivo studies involving spatially matched
histological validation of ARFI imaging results [31], [32]
demonstrated that collagen (COL), calcium (CAL) deposits,
and fibrous caps correlated with areas of relatively low
ARFI-induced peak displacement (PD), consistent with the
expected response of stiff materials. Further, LRNC and IPH
correlated with areas of relatively high PD, consistent with the
expected response of soft materials. Using a statistical reader
study including three trained, blinded radiologists, we calcu-
lated the area under the receiver operating curve (AUROC)
of ARFI PD for delineating plaque components in human
carotid arteries in vivo [33]. The results revealed that while
PD effectively detected soft (median AUROC = 0.887) and
stiff (median AUROC = 0.859) plaque features, PD was not
as successful at distinguishing between different plaque com-
ponents that exhibited similar PDs (median AUROCs < 0.65).

Inability to distinguish between soft LRNC and IPH fea-
tures impairs ARFI’s clinical relevance to atherosclerosis
imaging because LRNC has lower hazard ratio (3) than
IPH (4.59) in regard to predicting subsequent stroke/transient
ischemic attack [34]. Thus, differentiating IPH from LRNC
could improve identification of patients in need of inva-
sive interventions, such as a carotid endarterectomy (CEA),
to prevent stroke versus those that could safely be man-
aged pharmaceutically [34]. Similarly, inability to distin-
guish between stiff COL and CAL diminishes ARFI’s utility
for atherosclerosis imaging because diffuse COL deposition
is generally considered stabilizing to plaques, while CAL
deposits may be stabilizing or destabilizing depending on
their size and location [35]. Thus, knowledge that a stiff
region in a carotid plaque is COL as opposed to CAL
could improve stroke risk assessment and facilitate medical
management.

The purpose of this study was to determine if plaque fea-
tures that exhibit similar ARFI PDs are better discriminated by
alternative ARFI-derived outcome parameters. These parame-
ters exploit signal correlation and signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
which vary between plaque components according to displace-
ment and echogenicity, respectively. Thus, relative to evalu-
ating PD alone, evaluating signal correlation could improve
discrimination of plaque features by mechanical property.
Further, evaluating SNR enables discrimination of plaque
features by echogenic property. In addition to outright signal
correlation and SNR, we evaluate if displacement estimation
variance, which is a function of both correlation and SNR,
improves discrimination of plaque features. We hypothesize
that signal correlation and SNR can be exploited, outright or
via displacement variance, to improve discrimination of carotid
plaque features relative to PD in transcutaneous ARFI imag-
ing. We performed this work by deriving correlation, SNR,
and displacement variance parameters from the same ARFI
data previously acquired in vivo from the carotid plaques
of 25 patients undergoing clinically indicated CEA [33].

II. METHODS

As described above, all analyses were applied to previously
collected in vivo human carotid plaque data, the acquisition
and nature of which have been described in detail previ-
ously [33]. Briefly, 25 patients undergoing clinically indicated
CEA were recruited from UNC Hospitals. The University
of North Carolina Chapel Hill Institutional Review Board
approved all procedures in this study. Informed consent
was given from each study participant (ClinicalTrials.gov
No. NCT01581385). From the 25 patients, five plaques met
the exclusion criteria outlined in [33] and were not considered.

The examined plaques were imaged in vivo prior to surgery
using a Siemens Acuson Antares (Siemens Medical Solutions
USA Inc., Ultrasound Division, Issaquah, WA, USA) and
a VF7-3 linear array, and the CEA specimens were col-
lected following surgery for histological validation of imaging
results. The extracted plaque specimens were imaged with
volumetric micro-CT. Micro-CT volumes were segmented into
CAL and soft tissue, and were aligned with morphology
on the B-mode frame (acquired simultaneously with ARFI
data) to identify the proper sectioning plane to achieve spatial
alignment of ARFI and histology data. Sections were stained
with hematoxylin and eosin (H&E), Von Kossa (VK) for CAL,
and combined Masson’s elastin (CME) for COL. Fig. 1 pro-
vides a flowchart of this procedure from an example carotid
plaque in a 71-year-old symptomatic male. The histology
images were read by a pathologist (Homeister) experienced
in atherosclerosis, who marked regions of COL, CAL, LRNC,
and IPH. The reader is referred to our prior publication for
more detailed descriptions of the study population, ultrasound
data acquisition, and histological processing methods.

A. Outcome Parameter Estimation
Outcome parameters were systematically generated, as indi-

cated in Fig. 2, for three input data sources: 1) ARFI-induced
displacement; 2) cross correlation coefficient (CC); and
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Fig. 1. Procedure for aligning histology and ARFI images. (1) First, before CEA, in vivo B-mode (and matched ARFI) data are recorded from the plaque.
(2) After CEA, a μCT volume of the extracted specimen is rendered. (3) Using anatomy and morphology in the B-mode image, an aligned plane is located
along the μCT volume. (4) This aligned μCT is used to identify the plane for sectioning the specimen during histological processing such that the histology
and ultrasound imaging planes are aligned. (5) Finally, features identified by the pathologist on the spatially aligned histology slides are used as validation
for parametric ultrasound image analysis. The depicted carotid plaque example is from a 71-year-old symptomatic male.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the systematic parameter evaluation, where there is a
base data set (ARFI displacement, RF SNR, or CC) as an input, and 16 output
parameters per base data set.

3) radio frequency SNR. All three data sources were evaluated
over ensemble time. ARFI-induced displacement and CC were
calculated using normalized 1-D axial cross correlation with
a kernel length of 1.5λ [36]. Note that the selection of this
kernel length is based on a previous study [37] that evaluated
the tradeoff between bias in plaque feature size estimates with
large kernel sizes and noise in displacement estimates with
small kernel sizes. Radio frequency SNR was calculated as
μ/σ , where μ represents the signal amplitude in each indepen-
dent pixel per frame, and σ represents the noise component,
which was calculated as the average signal amplitude in a
3 × 3 mm2 anechoic region inside the lumen of each carotid
artery. The size of the noise region was selected as the size
of the largest anechoic region consistently recognizable in all
of the carotid images. The three sources of input data were
each evaluated in terms of the nth time derivate (with n = 0,

1, 2, and 3), the decadic logarithm of the nth time derivate,
the temporal variance of the nth time derivate, and the decadic
logarithm of the temporal variance of the nth time derivate.

To understand the motivation for taking the time derivative,
consider that this operation is a high-pass filter that accentuates
variance in the input data source. When the input data source is
displacement, variance in the estimate, also known as “jitter,”
is predicted using the Cramer–Rao lower bound [38] as
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where f is the center frequency, T is the tracking kernel
size, and B is the bandwidth. If these three parameters are
maintained constant, jitter magnitude is primarily a function
of CC and SNR. Thus, by evaluating the time derivative(s)
of displacement, signal components with different degrees of
decorrelation and/or SNR level may be differentiated. On the
contrary, considering CC or SNR alone differentiates signal
components on the basis of only the single corresponding
parameter. For all three input data sources, temporal (unbiased)
variance was calculated as
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where p is the input data source, x and y are the axial and
lateral coordinates, respectively, and t is time. The window
length for the variance calculation k was five time samples
(corresponding to 0.5 ms for the employed pulse repetition
frequency of 10 kHz). Using these operations, a total of 16
output parameters were generated for each input data source,
for a total of 16 output parameters/input data source ×3 input
data sources = 48 output parameters.
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B. Image Rendering and Performance Analysis
For the in vivo human carotid plaque examples, parametric

images of the 48 outcome parameters were rendered by
displaying the median parameter value over the last two
milliseconds of ensemble time for each pixel. For display and
analysis purposes, all parametric images were normalized to
the median value within the plaque +/− two mean absolute
deviations.

From the parametric images, plaque components (COL,
CAL, LRNC, and IPH) were segmented using a semiautomatic
k-means clustering method [39]. First, aligned histology and
parametric images were cropped to span the ultrasonically
interrogated plaque region. Then, from the cropped histol-
ogy image, the centroids of the plaque features identified
by the pathologist were calculated. Next, by resizing the
image using bicubic interpolation (MATLAB, Mathworks Inc.,
Natick, MA, USA), the number of lateral and axial pixels
in the cropped histology image was matched to the number
of lateral and axial pixels in the cropped parametric image.
Finally, the centroid positions after resizing were input to the
k-means algorithm as the starting locations for k regions to be
segmented in the parametric image, where k is the number of
plaque component regions identified by the pathologist.

For the segmented plaque features across all plaques,
the values of each outcome parameter were statistically com-
pared between plaque features using pairwise Wilcoxon rank
sum tests with significance levels of 0.01 and 0.05. In addition,
feature contrast-to-noise ratio (CNR) was computed as

CNR = |μ f − μb|
√

σ 2
f + σ 2

b

(3)

where μ and σ are the mean and standard deviation within
the segmented region, and the subscripts f and b refer to the
feature and background regions, respectively. For the purposes
of this study, IPH was a “feature” evaluated relative to LRNC
“background,” CAL was a “feature” evaluated relative to
COL “background,” and grouped soft plaque elements (LRNC
and IPH) were a “feature” evaluated relative to grouped “stiff”
plaque elements (CAL and COL) as the “background.” In
addition, CNR coefficient of variation (CV) was calculated
as σCNR/μCNR.

III. RESULTS

Figs. 3–5 show the 16 displacement-, SNR-, and CC-based
parametric images, respectively, of an American Heart Associ-
ation Type VI plaque [2] in the carotid artery of a symptomatic
53-year-old female. In Fig. 3, the time-derivative operation
accentuates high-frequency jitter in the ARFI displacement
profiles. Then, the accentuated jitter content is exploited
using the variance calculation. The logarithmic representation
of these results expands the dynamic range and improves
contrast. Note that the first time derivative of displacement
is referred to as “velocity,” the second time derivative as
“acceleration,” and the third time derivative as “jerk.” The
variance of the parameter is denoted as “Vo,” and the decadic
log is denoted as “log,” such that log(VoA) is the decadic log
of the variance of the second time derivative of displacement.

Fig. 3. Parametric images of a carotid plaque from a 53-year-old symp-
tomatic female. Base parameter: ARFI displacement. V0 indicates variance
calculation; log indicates decadic logarithm.

Fig. 4. Parametric images of a carotid plaque from a 53-year-old symptomatic
female. Base parameter: SNR. dn SNR/dtn indicates the nth time derivative;
V0 indicates variance calculation; log indicates decadic logarithm.

Figs. 6–8 show distributions of outcome parameter values
by plaque feature for all examined carotid plaques, as derived
from ARFI displacement, SNR, and CC, respectively. Features
with parameter distributions that statistically differ from each
other (p < 0.01 or p < 0.05) are indicated by a black bar
and asterisk or blue bar and circle, respectively, below the
graph. From this analysis, the only parameter with statistically
different distributions between CAL and COL, between COL
and LRNC, and between LRNC and IPH was log(VoA). This
parameter achieved the following normalized ranges for each
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Fig. 5. Parametric images of a carotid plaque from a 53-year-old symptomatic
female. Base parameter: CC. dnCC/dtn indicates the nth time derivative;
V0 indicates variance calculation; log indicates decadic logarithm.

Fig. 6. Normalized parameter value distributions by plaque feature for
20 carotid plaque examples. Distributions that are statistically different with
p < 0.01 are indicated with a black asterisk, while distributions with
p < 0.05 are indicated with a blue circle. Base parameter: ARFI displacement.
V0 indicates variance calculation; log indicates decadic logarithm.

component, expressed as median [Q1, Q3], where Q1 and
Q3 are the 25th and 75th percentile values, respectively: IPH:
0.87 [0.76, 1.00], LRNC: 0.56 [0.49, 0.63], COL: 0.31 [0.27,
0.43], CAL: 0.06 [0.02, 0.17].

In addition, feature CNR by parameter is indicated in
Tables I–III for ARFI displacement, SNR, and CC, respec-
tively. The highest CNR value for each input data source

Fig. 7. Normalized parameter value distributions by plaque feature for
20 carotid plaque examples. Distributions that are statistically different with
p < 0.01 are indicated with a black asterisk, while distributions with p < 0.05
are indicated in blue. Base parameter: SNR. dnSNR/dtn indicates the nth time
derivative; V0 indicates variance calculation; log indicates decadic logarithm.

Fig. 8. Normalized parameter value distributions by plaque feature for
20 carotid plaque examples. Distributions that are statistically different with
p < 0.01 are indicated with a black asterisk, while distributions with p < 0.05
are indicated in blue. Base parameter: CC. dnCC/dtn indicates the nth time
derivative; V0 indicates variance calculation; log indicates decadic logarithm.

is shown in green, and the second highest is shown in
yellow. CNR CV is indicated parenthetically. The three best
performing parameters were decadic logarithm of the vari-
ance of acceleration [log(VoA)], log(SNR), and Vo(dCC/dt).
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TABLE I

PLAQUE FEATURE CNR FOR ARFI DISPLACEMENT-DERIVED PARAMETERS. CNR COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION ARE INDICATED
BETWEEN PARENTHESES. V0 INDICATES VARIANCE CALCULATION; log INDICATES DECADIC LOGARITHM

TABLE II

PLAQUE FEATURE CNR FOR SNR-DERIVED PARAMETERS. CNR COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION ARE INDICATED BETWEEN PARENTHESES.
dn SNR/dtn INDICATES THE nTH TIME DERIVATIVE; V0 INDICATES VARIANCE CALCULATION; log INDICATES DECADIC LOGARITHM

The parameter log (VoA) yielded CNRs of 1.45 (0.61) for
LRNC versus IPH, 2.30 (0.42) for COL v. CAL, 2.07 (0.49)
for COL v. LRNC, and 3.09 (0.31) for soft v. stiff tissues.
The parameter log(SNR) achieved CNRs of 0.71 (0.75) for
LRNC v. IPH, 1.35 (0.62) for COL v. CAL, 0.79 (0.73) for
COL v. LRNC, 1.52 (0.54) for soft v. stiff tissues. The para-
meter Vo(dCC/dt) yielded CNRs of 1.40 (0.67) for LRNC v.
IPH, 0.80 (0.89) for COL v. CAL, 0.73 (0.78) for COL v.
LRNC, and 1.50 (0.61) for soft v. stiff tissues. For comparison
purposes, CNR values from ARFI PD were also calculated:
0.40 (0.78) for LRNC v. IPH, 0.77 (1.04) for COL v. CAL,
0.28 (0.89) for COL v. LRNC, and 1.92 (0.28) for soft v. stiff
tissues. From these results, the highest CNR for all plaque
features was achieved by log (VoA), followed by Vo(dCC/dt)
for LRNC v. IPH, and log (SNR) for COL v. CAL. ARFI
PD yielded the second highest CNR for grouped soft v. stiff
tissues.

Table IV shows p-values for statistical comparisons between
outcome parameter values in the specified plaque features.

The outcome parameters are those with the highest overall
CNR for each input data source, and PD is included for
comparison purposes. The only parameter with statistically
different (p < 0.01) distributions between all the specified
features is log (VoA). In contrast, ARFI PD values in regions
of LRNC and IPH were not statistically different, and nei-
ther were ARFI PD values in regions of COL and CAL.
The p-value describing the likelihood that grouped soft and
grouped stiff plaque features had ARFI PD values that were
the same was 0.02. Consistent with CNR results, log (SNR)
values in regions of COL and CAL were statistically different
(p < 0.01), and Vo(dCC/dt) values statistically differed in
regions of LRNC and IPH (p < 0.01).

For the same Type VI plaque of Figs. 3–5, Fig. 9 illus-
trates B-mode, PD, and log (VoA) images. The images are
shown with and without segmented plaque components to
illustrate both the raw imaging results and segmentation
outputs. Histology is also shown, spatially matched to the
ARFI imaging plane and stained with CME, H&E, and VK.
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TABLE III

PLAQUE FEATURE CNR FOR CC-DERIVED PARAMETERS. CNR COEFFICIENTS OF VARIATION ARE INDICATED BETWEEN PARENTHESES.
dn CC/dtn INDICATES THE nTH TIME DERIVATIVE; V0 INDICATES VARIANCE CALCULATION; log INDICATES DECADIC LOGARITHM

TABLE IV

STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN LRNC
AND IPH, BETWEEN COL AND CAL, AND BETWEEN GROUPED

SOFT (LRNC/IPH) AND STIFF (COL/CAL) FEATURES FOR
LOG(VOA)-, PD-, CC-, AND SNR-DERIVED OPTIMAL

PARAMETERS. dCC/dt INDICATES THE FIRST TIME

DERIVATIVE; V0 INDICATES VARIANCE

CALCULATION; log INDICATES
DECADIC LOGARITHM

Pathologist markings on the histology images indicate
regions of COL, CAL, LRNC, and IPH. In the PD image,
CAL deposits (which are readily apparent as hyperechoic
regions in the B-mode image) exhibit similar PD as regions of
COL. Further, PD achieved in small regions of LRNC are not
distinguishable from those measured in the surrounding COL.
In addition, PDs in the region of IPH are highly relative to the
other plaque regions, but it is difficult to determine if these
high PDs indicate IPH or LRNC, resulting in underestimation
of IPH regions. In the log (VoA) images, CAL deposits have
noticeably lower log (VoA) than any other plaque features.
Further, LRNC exhibits higher log (VoA) than COL. Finally,
the regions of IPH have the highest overall log (VoA). These
results show that by visual inspection, CAL is better distin-
guished from COL and IPH is better distinguished from LRNC
using log (VoA) than PD.

To further demonstrate the effectiveness of log(VoA) for
delineating carotid plaque components, Figs. 10 and 11 show
additional examples of B-mode, PD, and log(VoA) images
with spatially matched histology. In Fig. 10(b), CAL and
LRNC exhibit PDs that are similar to those of COL, while IPH

exhibits high PDs that could be mistaken for LRNC. In the
log(VoA) image of panel (c), CAL and LRNC are distin-
guishable from COL, and log(VoA) values in regions of
IPH are higher than those in LRNC. The segmented fibrous
cap and IPH regions in the log(VoA) image more closely
match the spatial distribution of these plaque components
in the matched histology. In Fig. 11(b), high PD values are
associated with a large region of CAL (black arrows), which
is inconsistent with the expected low-displacement response
of stiff CAL. These high PD values, which arise from dis-
placement profile distortions caused by wave reflections [40],
erroneously indicate a large, soft feature. While this large
CAL region is mischaracterized as a soft feature in the PD
image, it is appropriately indicated as a region of low log(VoA)
in panel (c), consistent with the expected response of CAL.
Other features, including regions of COL and LRNC are also
delineated in the log(VoA) image.

IV. DISCUSSION

The results presented herein demonstrate that the outcome
metric calculated as the log(VoA) better discriminates carotid
plaque features that confer risk for stroke than ARFI PD.
Further, the results suggest that by incorporating both CC
and SNR, which are, respectively, related to the displacement
and echogenicity of plaque components, log(VoA) achieves
improved delineation of plaque composition and structure over
analysis of CC or SNR alone.

Variations in CC may be caused by mechanical property
differences among plaque components that yield diverse vis-
coelastic recoveries after the ARFI excitation. For example,
IPH scatterers may exhibit no or very slow elastic recovery
after the ARFI excitation. Thus, IPH scatterers may remain
in motion after scatterers in the other plaque components
have recovered, resulting in less correlated signal from regions
of IPH than from other plaque regions. In regard to SNR,
more highly echogenic plaque features, such as CAL deposits,
have lower jitter magnitude, and thereby lower log(VoA), than
plaque components that are less echogenic.
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Fig. 9. Carotid ARFI images with matched histology from a 53-year-old symptomatic female. B-mode, normalized ARFI PD image, and normalized ARFI
log(VoA) image, (a)–(c) without and (d)–(f) with component segmentations. Histological results of (g) H&E, (h) CME, and (i) VK stains, confirming the
presence of CAL, COL, LRNC, and IPH plaque features. Features are denoted by color as CAL (green), COL (purple), LRNC (yellow), and IPH (red).

Fig. 10. Carotid ARFI images with matched histology from a 59-year-old symptomatic male. B-mode, normalized ARFI PD image, and normalized ARFI
log(VoA) image, (a)–(c) without and (d)–(f) with component segmentations. Histological results of (g) H&E, (h) CME, and (i) VK stains, confirming the
presence of CAL, COL, LRNC, and IPH plaque features. Features are denoted by color as CAL (green), COL (purple), LRNC (yellow), and IPH (red).

Plaque feature delineation performance by log(VoA) and
by parameters derived from CC alone and SNR alone is
compared by analyzing CNR in Tables I–III and parametric
value distributions in Figs. 6–8. As expected, CC-derived
values in IPH are generally lower than those in LRNC, but
CC alone does not differentiate CAL from COL. Applying
high-pass filtering by using the time-derivative operation and
calculating the variance (as is performed for log(VoA) calcu-
lation) subtly improves separation of plaque features by CC.
Similarly, SNR values in CAL are higher than those in COL,
but LRNC and IPH are not differentiated by SNR alone.

The potential for visually discriminating LRNC from IPH
and COL from CAL using optimized parameters derived by
CC alone or SNR alone is explored in Figs. 4 and 5. In Fig. 4,
regions of high SNR in the normalized image correspond
to focal CAL deposits, and in Fig. 5, a region of low CC
in the normalized image corresponds to IPH. While IPH is
indicated in the CC images, no other plaque features are read-
ily discernable. Furthermore, while CAL deposits are obvious

in the SNR images, no other plaque features are apparent.
Taken together, by visual inspection and CNR comparison,
the evaluated data suggest that by incorporating both CC and
SNR into a single metric, log(VoA) achieves more complete
separation of plaque components than either CC or SNR alone.

In this work, log(VoA) was calculated as the decadic log
of the variance of the second time-derivative of ARFI-induced
displacement to exploit jitter magnitude. We note that other
approaches to isolating jitter in displacement estimates are
also possible, including frequency-domain filtering and mathe-
matical calculations. Such alternative approaches are currently
under investigation.

Previous studies have shown that ARFI is safe for carotid
plaque imaging [41], [42]. Doherty et al. [43] showed that the
magnitude of von Mises stress associated with ARFI excita-
tions in arterial plaques (<1.2 kPa) is two orders of magnitude
lower than the average arterial pressure stresses associated
with ruptured (545.3 kPa) and unruptured (192.5 kPa) arterial
plaque [41], [42].
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Fig. 11. Carotid ARFI images with matched histology from a 57-year-old symptomatic male. B-mode, normalized ARFI PD image, and normalized ARFI
log(VoA) image, (a)–(c) without and (d)–(f) with component segmentations. Histological results of (g) H&E, (h) CME, and (i) VK stains, confirming the
presence of CAL, COL, LRNC, and IPH plaque features. Features are denoted by color as CAL (green), COL (purple), LRNC (yellow), and IPH (red). Black
arrows show PD misrepresentation of CAL due to artifacts caused by plaque interaction with the proximal wall.

The results reported herein agree with other work that
histologically validated in vivo, noninvasive human carotid
plaque component delineation by mechanical property. Like
log(VoA), CUSI-detected lipid regions, which differenti-
ated fibrous from (fibro)atheromatous plaques [14], [15].
CUSI’s relevance to delineating IPH and CAL has not been
demonstrated.

A limitation in the presented study design is that the
examined in vivo human carotid plaque data were originally
acquired for the purpose of evaluating ARFI PD. As a result,
all acquisitions were gated to diastole, and the tracking ensem-
ble time was limited to 5 ms. Therefore, it was not possible to
thoroughly evaluate the impact of different degrees of arterial
pressure/distention on log(VoA), and times longer than 5 ms
after the ARFI excitation could not be examined. Future work
will explore these variables.

A second limitation was the unequal number of plaque
component examples, as indicated in Table IV, which impacted
the pairwise Wilcoxon rank sum tests by diminishing the
statistical power as the number of components become more
unequal. More instances of statistically significant differences
in parameter value and/or CNR may have been observed if the
number of plaque component examples was equal.

Another limitation of this study is the impact of sample
deformations on the spatial correlation between histology
and ARFI images. Even though the plaque specimens were
removed en bloc and immediately transferred to formalin
solution, distortions still occurred. The primary causes of
distortion were surgical extraction, fixation, and lack of pres-
surization, the latter two of which caused changes in tissue
size. Despite these limitations, using μCT volumes of the
extracted specimens enabled alignment of histology and ARFI
imaging planes. Finally, an important consideration is the
possibility of CAL deposits acting as local stress concentrators,
which could confound ARFI-derived results.

While this work suggests that opportunities for log(VoA)
to improve stroke risk prediction by delineating the structure
and composition of carotid plaques are great, a potential

challenge to optimal clinical application could be spatial
resolution. For example, Czernuszewicz and Gallippi [37]
previously demonstrated in silico that fibrous cap thickness
resolution by ARFI PD is 0.2 mm—the upper limit on the
critical fibrous cap thickness for predicting rupture [44]—
when a 12-MHz center frequency is used. While the contrast
mechanisms in ARFI PD and log(VoA) images differ, the prior
work supports that higher center frequencies could improve
feature size resolution by log(VoA). However, increasing the
center frequency will decrease jitter magnitude, which could
degrade log(VoA) feature discrimination if CC and SNR are
rendered less impactful on the overall jitter value. Increas-
ing the center frequency will also reduce penetration depth.
Czernuszewicz and Gallippi [37] further demonstrated that
decreasing the displacement tracking kernel length improves
fibrous cap thickness resolution by ARFI PD. In log(VoA)
estimation (2), decreasing the kernel length will increase jitter
magnitude and, like increasing center frequency, could disrupt
the influence of CC and SNR on the log(VoA) outcome
parameter. Ultimately, identifying log(VoA) resolution limits
and determining the ideal combination of imaging parameters
for in vivo carotid plaque feature delineation will be important
to realizing log(VoA)’s potential for improving stroke risk
prediction clinically.

V. CONCLUSION

This work demonstrates the potential of the log(VoA) to
improve in vivo carotid atherosclerotic plaque feature delin-
eation relative to ARFI PD. Across all examined in vivo
human carotid plaques, log (VoA) values were statistically sig-
nificantly different between histologically confirmed regions
of IPH and LRNC and between confirmed regions of COL
and CAL, but this was not true for PD. Moreover, log (VoA)
achieved higher CNR between IPH and LRNC, between COL
and CAL, and between COL and LRNC than PD. Finally,
the presented results demonstrate that although log (VoA) is
influenced by both CC and SNR, evaluating CC alone or SNR
alone does not differentiate IPH, LRNC, COL, and CAL as
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well as log(VoA). Overall, these results support that log(VoA)
is capable of describing the composition and structure of
human carotid atherosclerotic plaque, in vivo, which is clini-
cally useful for predicting stroke risk and facilitating medical
management.
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